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Our headquarter is in Florence, Italy 
www.sociolab.it
www.facebook.com/sociolab

A group of 
experts in the 
fields of social 
and political 
research, 
participation, 
consensus 
building, conflict 
mediation and 
communication.

Since 2007 Sociolab designed and implemented over 170 projects for 
research centers, local authorities, private bodies, and civil society groups 
and organizations.
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Sociolab operates in the fields of public participation and 

participatory development, conflict  mediation, facilitation, 

and community building.

Sociolab supports public authorities, enteprises and 

organizations in the process of:

•Engaging stakeholders in decision making processes

•Developing inclusive communication strategies

•Mediating conflicts

• Creating and supporting social cohesion

Since 2007 over 170 projects with:

Foundations, schools and organizations 

Enterpises

Local authorities (Municipal, Provincial and Regional

goverments) 

Universities, agencies and research centers
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Since 2007, in the field of urban 

planning and design we organized:

20 participatory process on general urban plans

5 participatory process on design of public spaces or 

buildings

4 participatory process on big regional development plans
(Castelfalfi, Castagneto Carducci, Waterfront Marina di Carrara, Parco della piana fiorentina)



What have we learned?

After 10 years and almost 30 participatory processes in 

urban planning and architectural design of public 

spaces



Lesson 1

Involving people through a 

well designed participatory 

process really improves the 

quality of decisions



Because the involvement of citizens…

Makes the plan coherent with people’s needs and 

expectations

Makes the plan respectful of local values and identity

Gives informations derived from collective memories 

Improves the quality of the decision by considering a 

multistakeholders perspective

Participation is a key indicator of public happiness 

and well being!



Lesson 2

Involving people through a 

well designed participatory 

process is not enough



Participatory planning approach



For years we strongly believed 
in participatory planning 

Latin participare  take part



We worked to prepare information and to

collect data



We organized working 

groups with citizens and 

technical staffs



We discussed 

many issues 

using engaging 

and 

interesting 

methods



People helped us identify 

problems, provided ideas, 

found solutions



But if we look at the participatory 

process as a part of a wider decision 

making process, all this seems to be 

not sufficient
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CITY COUNCIL DELIBERATION

FIRST DRAFT OF THE PROJECT

TECNICAL STUDIES

PUBLIC CALL FOR TENDER

U

PARTICIPATIVE PROCESS

OUTREACH

PARTICIPATORY

WORKSHOPS

TECHNICAL AND

INSTITUTIONAL PROCESS

FINAL PUBLIC PRESENTATION FINAL PROJECT

MEETINGS WITH

STAKEHOLDERS

CONTRACT

REALIZATION OF THE PROJECT

Single 

public space 

project

From the participation to the 

realization: 

Min 3-5 years
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STRATEGIC DOCUMENT

“AVVIO DEL PROCEDIMENTO”

“QUADRO CONOSCITIVO” AND 

FIRST DRAFT OF THE PLAN

TECNICAL STUDIES

DEBATE AND APPROVAL BY THE CITY

COUNCIL

“OBSERVATIONS”

APPROVAL OF THE COUNCIL

IN CONSIGLIO COMUNALE

PARTICIPATORY PROCESS

COLLECTING DATA

AND OUTREACH

MEETINGS WITH

STAKEHOLDERS

PARTICPATORY WORKSHOPS

TECHNICAL AND 

INSTITUTIONAL PROCESS

FINAL PUBLIC ASSEMBLY

General 

Urban planning

From the participation to 

the «realization»: 

min 5 - 10 years

PREPARATORY

WORK

realization



A first evaluation of our experience

In ½ of the cases the urban plans were approved taking into account – at 

different levels - the outcomes of the participatory process.

In ¼ of the cases the decision making procedures are still ongoing

(average duration 2-6 years)

In ¼ of the cases the decision making process was stopped after the 

participatory process  failure

only in 1 single case 

citizens could really see fulfilled what they contributed to plan

(5 years after the process)



Did participation betrayed its

promises?

No! 

In our experience participation of citizens really helped to 

design better decisions

It really empowered communities

It really worked for a greater social cohesion



But people generally could not 

see it…

Frustration

Loss of attention

Gaps between needs and answers



We need to switch

Participation  Collaboration



Not only Taking part, 

But Being part!



citizens enterprises Civic

organizations
Schools and 

universities

COMMUNITY COUNCIL

citizens

enterprises

COMMUNITY COUNCIL

Schools and 

universities

Civic

organizations



Citizens, civic organizations, schools, local 

entreprises do not just take part, they 

are partners in caring



from a project planning approach 

to a 

design thinking approach

In practical terms it means 

to switch… 



Design thinking approach



FIRENZE – Piazza Pier Vettori
A collaborative planning process supported by the Tuscany regional Authority 

for participation
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Empathize: listening to the community



…involving stakeholders

«What can we do now?»



Brainstorming for solutions and ideas



With a different question:

not only what do you need? but

what can you do?



Prototyping and 

testing

DINNER IN PIAZZA

A little concert and a special dinner organized 

by the local restaurant to test a «no parking» 

solution.



GAMES LIBRARY

Games and materials 

to be used in the 

square are collected 

by residents. The bar 

offers a space to 

stock them. 

Every child can 

borrow the games 

and use them in the 

sqaure just by asking 

the bar owner.



EDUCATIONAL GARDEN

In a portion of the green areas of the 

square, the local school asked to plant 

flowers and to have some space for a 

educational garden. Children and 

families are encouraged to take care of 

it.



While waiting for Public works…

•Local stakeholders continue to plan little events in the Piazza 

to keep the space lively (Christmas concert, spring sports day, 

Carnevale).

•A protocol agreement between a community civic organization 

and the community council has been signed to ensure routine 

maintenance of the space.

•A protocol agreement between the school and the community 

council has been signed to fomalize the existence of the 

educational garden (which will be made and mantained by 

school classes).



What happened at the end?

Thanks to these «prototype experiences», the local community 

began to live the space (which was usually perceived as empty 

and insecure).

People’s needs changed and were refined: at the beginning of 

the process most of the residents expressed «parkings» as 

priority. After the protoype and test activities the priority was «a 

lively public space».

After the success of the events organized by the local 

stakeholders, the community council deliberated to invest 

400.000 € in public works (before the process it was planned 

an investment of 100.000€)



Thanks!

sociolab.it
silvia.givone@sociolab.it


